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"THE H-IEA TER AND ITS DOUBLE is far and away the most 
importan t thing that has been written about the theatre . in the 
twentieth century .. . It should be read again and again . .. Artaud 
oozed ma L~ · ~ a : desires. He was the metaphysician of the theatre." 

-] ean-Louis Barrault 

In 1946 a celebration at the Theatre Sarah-Bernhardt in Paris, 
a ttended by many leading· figures in the French theater, paid hom
age to Antonin Artaud. whose work had revolutionized the modern 
theater. Tributes to him came from Andre Gide, Clandel and others 
who, in observing his uncompromising search for magic and truth, 
hacl been influenced by him. 

T H E THEATER AND ITS DOUBLE, the first English transla
tion of a collection of manifestos originally published in 1938, is the 
fullest statement of the ideas of Artaud. "We cannot go on prostitut
ing the idea of the theater, the only value of which is in its excruciat
ing, magical relation to reality and danger," he wrote. In three 
famous essays, "No i\tfore Masterpieces," "An Affective Athleticism," 
and "The Theater and the Plague," which appear in this book, he 
repudiated all literature written to be performed, all Western tradi
tions and civilization itself. He wished to destroy all forms of lan
guage and all social proprieties in ordu to bring life into the 
theater and to make actors and audience into "victims burnt at the 
stake, signaling through the flames." 

Artaud was deeply impressed by the Oriental theater; his outlook 
was derived in part from his understanding of the Balinese stage. 
With these manifestos · he sought to recreate the theater, "to break 
through language in order to touch life." 

In 1946 Artaud, ~ho had been a film actor, a director and a play
wright, was released from nine years of tragic confinement in asy
lums for the insane. H e d ied two years later, leaving behind him a 
large body of important criticism, of which THE THEATER AND 
ITS DOUBLE is probably most representative. 
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VI. No More Masterpieces 

One. of th.e reasons for the asphyxiating atmosphere in which 
we live wtthout possible escape or remedy-and in which we 
all share, even the most revolutionary among us-is our re
spect for w.hat has been written, formulated , or painted, what 
has been gtven form , as if all expression were not at last ex
hausted , were not at a point where things must break apart if 
they are to start anew and begin fresh. 

We must have done with this idea of masterpieces reserved 
for a ~elf-styled elite and not understood by the general public; 
the mmd has no such restricted districts as those so often used 
for clandestine sexual encounters . 

Masterpieces of the past are good for the past: they are not 
good for us. We have the right to say what has been said and 
even what. h~s not been said in a way that belongs to us, a 
way that IS Immediate and direct, corresponding to present 
modes of feeling, and understandable to everyone. 

It is idiotic to reproach the masses for having no sense of 
the sublime, when the sublime is confused with one or another 
of its formal manifestations, which are moreover always de
f~nct manifestations. And if for example a contemporary pub
he d~e~ not understand Oed;pus Rex , I shall make bold to say 
that It IS the fault of Oed;pus Rex and not of the public. 

In Oedipus Rex there is the theme of incest and the idea 
that nature mocks at morality and that there art certain un-
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specified powers at large which we would do well to beware 
of, call them destiny or anything you choose. 

There is in addition the presence of a plague epidemic which 
is a physical incarnation of these powers. But the whole in a 
manner and language that have lost all touch with the rude 
and epileptic rhythm of our time. Sophocles speaks grandly 
perhaps, but in a style that is no longer timely. His language 
is too refined for this age, it is as if he were speaking beside 
the point. 

However, a public that shudders at train wrecks, that is 
familiar with earthquakes, plagues, revolutions, wars; that is 
sensitive to the disordered anguish of love, can be affected by 
all these grand notions and asks only to become aware of them, 
but on condition that it is · addressed in its own language, and 
that its knowledge of these things does not come to it through 
adulterated trappings and speech that belong to extinct eras 
which will never live again . 

Today as yesterday, the public is greedy for mystery: it asks 
only to become aware of the iaws according to which destiny 
manifests itself, and to divine perhaps the secret of its appari
tions. 

Let us leave textual criticism to graduate students, formal 
criticism to esthetes, and recognize that what has been said is 
not still to be said; that an expression does not have the same 
value twice, does not live two lives; that all words, once 
spoken, are dead and function only at the moment when they 
are uttered, that a form, once it has served, cannot be used 
again and asks only to be replaced by another, and that the 
theater is the only place iri the world where a gesture, once 
made, can never be made the same way twice. 

If the public does not frequent our literary masterpieces, 
it is because those masterpieces are literary, that is to say, 
fixed; and fixed in forms that no longer respond to the needs 
of the time. 
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Far from blaming the public, we ought to blame 
screen we interpose between ourselves and the pulJJfc; 
this new form of idolatry, the idolatry of fixed masterpiecJs 
which is one of the aspects of bourgeois conformism. · 

This conformism makes us confuse sublimity, ideas, and 
things with the forms they have taken in time and in our 
minds-in our snobbish, precious, aesthetic mentalities which 
the public does not understand. 

How pointless in such matters to accuse the public of bad 
taste because it relishes insanities, so long as the public is not 
shown a valid spectacle; and I defy anyone to show me here 
a spectacle valid-valid in the supreme sense of the theater
since the last great romantic melodramas, i.e., since a hundred 
years ago. 

The public, which takes the false for the true, has the sense 
of the true and always responds to it when it is manifested. 
However it is not upon the stage that the true is to be sought 
nowadays , but in the street; and if the crowd in the street is 
offered an occasion to show its human dignity, it will always 
do so. 

If people are out of the habit of going to the theater, if we 
have all finally come to think of theater as an inferior art, a 
means of popular distraction, and to use it as an outlet for 
our worst instincts, it is because we have learned too well what 
the theater has been, namely, falsehood and illusion. It is be
cause we have been accustomed for four hundred years, that 
is since the Renais)ance, to a purely descriptive and narrative 
theater-storytelling psychology; it is because every possible 
ingenuity has been exerted in bringing to life on the stage 
plausible but detached beings, with the spectacle on one side, 
the public on the other-and because the public is no longer 
shown anything but the mirror of itself. .-.. 

Shakespeare himself is responsible for this aberration and 
decline, this disinterested idea of the theater which wishes a 
theatrical performance to leave the public intact, without 

T1 

\ma%e t'nat -w\.\\ .,n.aK.e t'ne CJt%,an\sm to \t"' 
and \eave an inellaceab\e "-Car . 

. in Shakes-peare, a man is SQmetimes preoccupied with 
what tr(lnscends him, it is always in mder to determine the 
ultimate consequences of this preoccupation within him, i.e., 
psychology. 

Psychology, which works relentlessly to reduce the un
known to the known, to the quotidian and the ordinary, is 
the cause of the theater's abasement and its fearful loss of 
energy, which seems to me to have reached its lowest point. 
And I think both the theater and we ourselves have had 
enough of psychology. 

I believe furthermore that we can all agree on this matter 
sufficiently so that there is no need to descend to the repug
nant level of the modern and French theater to condemn the 
theater of psychology. 

Stories about money, worry over money, social careerism, 
the pangs of love unspoiled by altruism, sexuality sugar
coated ":ith an eroticism that has lost its mystery have nothing 
to do With the theater, even if they do belong to psychology. 
These torments, seductions, and lusts before which we are 
nothing but Peeping Toms gratifying our cravings, tend to 
go bad, and their rot turns to revolution: we must take this 
into account. 

But this is not our most serious concern. 
If Shakespeare and his imitators have gradually insinuated 

the idea of art for art's sake, with art on one side and life on 
the other, we can rest on this feeble and lazy idea only as 
long as the life outside endures. But there are too many signs 
that everything that used to sustain our lives no longer does 
so, that we are all mad, desperate, and sick. And I call for 
us to react. 

This idea of a detached art, ·of poetry as a charm which 
exists only to distract our leisure, is a decadent idea and an 
unmistakable symptom of our power to castrate. 
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Our literary admiration for Rimbaud, Jarry, Lautreamont, 
and a few others, which has driven two men to suicide, but 
turned into cafe gossip for the rest, belongs to this idea of 
literary poetry, of detached art, of neutral spiritual activity 
which creates nothing and produces nothing; and I can bear 
witness that at the very moment when that kind of personal 
poetry which involves only the man who creates it and only 
at the moment he creates it broke out in its most abusive 
fashion, the theater was scorned more than ever before by 
poets who have never had the sense of direct and concerted 
action, nor of efficacity, nor of danger. 

We must get rid of our superstitious valuation of texts and 
written poetry. Written poetry is worth reading once, and 
then should be destroyed. Let the dead poets make way for 
others. Then we might even come to see that it is our venera
tion for what has already been created, however beautiful 
and valid it may be, that petrifies us, deadens our responses, 
and prevents us from making contact with that underlying 
power, call it thought-energy, the life force, the determinism 
of change, lunar menses, or anything you like. !3~th tQ~ 
poetry __ qL t)le .. texts, . .ther. e is . the . actual poetry.....F..!Jh()l1t.Jon:n 
~without t.~-~t . . And just as the. -~-ffic:~cicy __ of_mask_~ _in. the 
rrurglc pr·a~tices of certain tribes is . exhauste_9:-. -and these 
nfills are -no longer good for anything except museums-so 
Uie' poetic. efficacity of a text is ~xhausted; yet The poetry and 
the efficacity of the theater ~~e exh~uste.d ieasf quickly of all, 
sin~~Jl:tei_perrnh. the action ot \Y.h.aUs_ge.stiCi.iJ..ated and pro-..,..,. .. ··· ·--~-..... - ·-····-·- . .. . ~ ..... .. - ~· 

nou~~d ... .an.d which is _never m.ade the_ same way twice. 
--it is a que;i;~ -;;i .. k.nowing what we·;·~:nt. .. l fwe 'are pre-

pared for war, plague, famine, and slaughter we do not even 
need to say so, we have only to continue as we are; continue 
behaving like snobs, rushing en masse to hear su@ a'nd such 
a singer, to see such and such an admirable performance 
which never transcends the realm of art (and even the Russian 
ballet at the height of its splendor never transcended the 
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realm of art), to marvel at such and such an exhibition of 
painting in which exciting shapes explode here and there but 
at random and without any genuine consciousness of the 
forces they could rouse. 

This empiricism, randomness, individualism, and anarchy 
must cease. 

Enough of personal poems, benefitting those who create 
them much more than those who read them. · 

~-an_<!__!<?!_iilh._~~~~-&~ .. ?.f...!~.i~ .. c..~osed, egoistic, and per-
sonal art. .. ···· ·· · · · · 

~~6u;;PJ;itual anarchy and intellectual disorder is a function 
of the anarchy of everything else-or rather, everything else 
is a function of this anarchy. 

I am not one of those who believe that civilization has to 
change in order for the theater to change; but I do believe 
that the theater, utilized in the highest and most difficult 
sense possible, has the power to influence the aspect and 
formation of things: and the encounter upon the stage of 
two passionate ID?:.nif~sta.tton.s, .iWOJIVing ~nteis; ·· iwo.Tiervoi.ls · 
rnagne!}Si!ls'Js ':s.om~thill,g_a,s_~n~ir:e,_tJl!~.-eY.en d;~i-~i.Y~ .•.. ~s ... in 
life-; the encount~X .. 9f one epidermis with anothe'i--1~-a timeless 
aeoaucTieiY~ · · --·--- · -· · · · .. · · -
.. That IS, why I propose a theater of cruelty.-With this 
mania we all have for depreciating everything, as soon as I 
have said "cruelty," everybody will at once take it to mean 
"blood." But "theater of cruelty" means a theater difficult and 
cruel for myself first of all. And, on,_thelevei-of performance, · 
it is not the cruelty we can exe"i~ise upon each other by hack
~:Ciiotli~rJi.. Qpctiei,~ carvi'iig up ·aur-J2ersoliai ·ariafoiiiies, 
~- - - ·- ,. , ·------·-... --.. -------- --.. --... - ... ------------. 

lrr, like Assyrian emperors, sending parcels ot h_uman . ears, 
noses, -nr-neany ·aeiache'd'H no .. striTs)firougii' the mail;_ bu't . the 

~::ctCiiioreteiTibieancr n:§_ry __ :_~-~t?.!ry~~~ fi.i.~ii . .Jhi:0g~£~J.l 
exercise agatnsrus.-weilre U_?_~ _ free~ And . the - ~lcy~can . still 
flttloriour iieaOs:'AnCf 'fl:le"iheater has been created to teacn 
·us thaTlirstOfair-- --- ... · ... ·· ----- · ..... ,r 

v ' 
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Either we will be capable of returning by present-day means 
to this superior idea of poetry and poetry-through-theater 
which underlies the Myths told by the great ancient tragedians, 
capable once more of entertaining a religious idea of the 
theater (without meditation, useless contemplation, and vague 
dreams), capable of attaining awareness and a possession of 
certain domi"nantTorces, · of certain notions that control all 
cJtliers;ancf"(since id~as-, wfien "they are effective, carry their 
energy ___ wifh·-n1emT capa.i}Ie of recovering with.in ourselves 
those .. -energi~s· -whi~h - uhTmaieiy create order and_ i~crease the 
vaTueof_ life, . or else we rig fit-as we!Labandon ourselves now, 
;yit.!!PJJ.L.protest .an.d_.r.~E.?..g!!~e __ Ql'!t we a.re. no lCJ.rt.~er_ good for 
anything but clj~Qrder~_farnine •. blnod,wa[, and epidemics. · 
•'tinier we. resto~~ ·a·ll the arts to a centralailifi.rde and neces

sity, finding an analogy between a &~).t~"!l-3de in_J:>ainting 
qr t_h~ _ _th~~~~~! _ana-a-g_~~~~=i]la_4~ __ by .Jaya ·-rn§ volcanic 
~p!qs_i_on, __ o_r_ --~e. __ -Iiju~i: ._~top . pa_intjng, __ babbling, writing, or 
s!.oing...whatey~t:_il_j_s.Y'e_ d.~- · 

I propose to bring back into the theater this elementary 
magical idea, taken up by modern psychoanalysis, which con
sists in effecting a patient's cure by making him assume the 
apparent and exterior attitudes of the desired condition. 

I propose to renounce our empirir.ism of imagery, in which 
the unconscious furnishes images at random, and which the 
poet arranges at random too, calling them poetic and hence 
hermetic images, as if the kind of trance that poetry provides 
did not have its reverberations throughout the whole sensi
bility, in every nerve, and as if poetry were some vague force 
whose movements were invariable. 

I propose to return through the theater to an idea of the 
physical knowledge of images and the means of inducing 
trances, as in Chinese medicine which knows, ~ver the entire 
extent of the human anatomy, at what points to puncture in 
order to regulate the subtlest functions . 
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T_hose ~ho }t_a_~e __ f_?rgotten the communicative power and 
magical mimesis of a gesfure: lTfe-·meafer· can r.einstrl.ict, be
'cau.se__ ~- g~~~~e- carries its eriei-g-ywttnl(""a'nd''-ihefe are stili 
lrum-arl_~eings in tii"e"t1reaterTo ---manif~st - ·th~· To~~e of. the 

.. ___ • • • - • • • A · • - -- ~- 4 . . ... ..... -. - ~ · - • ·--"'· - -· 0 

gesture made. ·- :-- ·-·-- -----~ -- - · -.--- ----~·"-- ·· 

----··T()cieate·a~tis to deprive a gesture of its reverberation in 
the organism, whereas this reverberation, if the gesture is 
made in the conditions and with the force required, incites 
the organism and, through it , the entire individuality, to take 
attitudes in harmony with thd gesture. 

The theater is the only place in the world, the last general 
means we still possess of directly affecting the organism and, 
in periods of neurosis and petty sensuality like the one in 
which we are immersed, of attacking this sensuality by physi
cal means it cannot withstand. 

If music affects snakes, it is not on account of the spiritual 
notions it offers them, but because snakes are long and coil 
their length upon the earth, because their bodies touch the 
earth at almost every point; and because the musical vibra
tions which are communicated to the earth affect them like 
a very subtle, very long massage; and I propose to treat the 
spectators like the snakecharmer's subjects and conduct them 
by means of their organisms to an apprehension of the sub
tlest notions. 

At first by crude means, which will gradually be refined. 
These immediate crude means will hold their attention at 
the start. 

That is why in the "theater of cruelty" the spectator is m 
the center and the spectacle surrounds him. 

ln)his spectacle the ~'!grl~'"@Oij) is constant: sounds noises, 
cries are chosen first fot their vibratory quality, then for w@t -t~ey represe!!!_. 

Among these graduall refined means li ht is interposed in 
its turn. Lig t w 1c is not created merely to add color or to 
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brighten. and which brings its power. influence, suggestions 
with it. And the light of a green cavern does not sensually 
dispose the organism like the light of a windy day. 

After sound and light there is action , and the dynamism of 
action: here the theater. far from copying life. puts itself 
whenever possible in communication with pure forces . And 
whether you accept or deny them. there is nevertheless a way 
of speaking which gives the name of "forces" to whatever 
brings to birth images of energy in the unconscious, and 
gratuitous crime on the surface. 

A violent and concentrated action is a kind of lyricism: 
it summons up supernatural images, a bloodstream of images, 
a bleeding spurt of images in the poet's head and in the 
spectator's as well. 

Whatever the conflicts that haunt the mind of a given 
period. 1 defy any spectator to whom such violent scenes will 
have transferred their blood . who will have felt in himself the 
tn~.nsit of a superior action. who will have seen the extraordi
nary and essential movements of his thought illuminated in 
extraordinary deeds-the violence and blood having been 
placed at the service of the violence of the thought-I defy 
that spectator to give himself up, once outside the theater, 
to ideas of war, riot , and blatant murder. 

So expressed, this idea seems dangerous and sophomoric. 
It will be claimed that example breeds example, that if the 
attitude of cure induces cure, the attitude of murder will 
induce murder. Everything depends upon the manner and 
the purity with which the thing is done. There is a risk. But 
let it not be forgotten that though a theatrical gesture is 
violent, it is disinterested; and that the theater teaches pre
cisely the uselessness of the action which, once done, is not 
to be done, and the superior use of the state um.~sed by the 
action and which, restored, produces a purification. 

I propose then a theater in which violent physical images 
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crush and hypnotize the sensibility of the spectator seizec 
the theater as by a whirlwind of higher forces. 

A theater which, abandoning psychology, recounts the 
extraordinary, stages natural conflicts, natural and subtle 
forces, and presents itself first of all as an exceptional power 
of redirection. A theater that induces trance, as the dances 
of Dervishes induce trance, and that addresses itself to the 
organism by precise instruments, by the same means as those 
of certain tribal music cures which we admire on records but 
are incapable of originating among ourselves. 

There is a risk involved, but in the present circumstances 
I believe it is a risk worth running. I do not believe we have 
managed to revitalize the world we live in, and I do not 
believe it is worth the trouble of clinging to; but I do propose 
something to get us out of our marasmus, instead of con
tinuing to complain about it, and about the boredom, inertia, 
and stupidity of everything. 



VII. The Theater and Cruelty 

An idea of the theater has been lost. And as long as the 
theater limits itself to showing us intimate scenes from the 
lives of a few puppets, transforming the public into Peeping 
Toms, it is no wonder the elite abandon it and the great 
public looks to the movies, the music hall or the circus for 
violent satisfactions, whose intentions do not deceive them. 

At the point of deterioration which our sensibility has 
reached it is certain that we need above all a theater that 

' 
wakes us up: nerves and heart. 

_ ~ The misdeeds of the psychological t~e_ater ~escended. from 
~ ( Racine have unaccustomed us to that Immediate and violent 
~Y action which the theater should possess. ~ovies i~ their turii, 'rJ. murdering us with second-hand reproductiOns w~I~~.Jiltered 
-'( 5)-- through machines, cannot unite wilb our sensibility, have 
C:O('f'~ maintained us for ten years in an ine~ectual torpor. in which 
. '.l'{. · all our faculties appear to be foundenn& 
; ~ ·.> In the anguished, catastrophic period we live in, we feel 

Z' )( an urgent need for a the~te~ which e~ent~ do n~t exc~~, 
)(v JI,Y ~ whose resonance is deep withm us, dommatmg the mstab1hty '<""" ~( ' 
\;""~ of the times. 

Our long habit of seeking diversion has made us forget the 
idea of a serious theater, which, overturning all..,.our precon
ceptions, inspires us with the fiery magnetism of its images 
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and acts upon us like a spiritual therapeutics whose touch 
can never be forgotten. 

Everything that acts is a cruelty. It is upon this idea of 
extreme action, pushed beyond all limits, that theater must 
be rebuilt. 

Imbued with the idea that the public thinks first of all with 
its senses and that to address oneself first to its understanding 
as the ordinary psychological theater does is absurd, the 
Theater of Cruelty proposes to resort to a mass spectacle; to 
seek in the agitation of tremendous masses, convulsed and 
hurled against each other, a little of that poetry of festivals 
and crowds when, all too rarely nowadays, the people pour 
out into the streets. 

The theater must give us everything that is in crime, love, 
war, or madness, if it wants to recover its necessity. 

Everyday love, personal ambition, struggles for status, all 
have value only in proportion to their relation to the terrible 
lyricism of the Myths to which the great mass of men have 
assented. 

This is why we shall try to concentrate, around famous 
personages, atrocious crimes, superhuman devotions, a dra!!!_a 
Wliich, without resorting to the defunct images of the old 
Myths, shows that it can extract the forces which struggle_ 
withm them. 

In a word, we believe that there are living forces in what 
is called poetry and that the image of a crime presented in 
the requisite theatrical conditions is something infinitely more 
terrible for the spirit than that same crime when actually 
committed. 

We want to make out of the theater a believable reality 
which gives the heart and the senses that kind of concrete 
bite which all true sensation requires. In the same way that 
our dreams have an effect upon us and reality has an effect 
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upon our dreams, so we believe that the images of thought 
can be identified with a dream which will be efficacious to 
the degree that it can be projected with the necessary violence. 
And the public will believe in the theater's dreams on condi
tion that it take them for true dreams and not for a servile 
copy of reality; on condition that they allow the public to 
liberate within itself the magical liberties of dreams which it 
can only recognize when they are imprinted with terror and 
cruelty. 

...t•·-_,-,:,l.r- fHence this appeal to cruelty and terror, though on a vast 
~~ cale, whose range probes our entire vitality, confronts us 
e..-"'-\-.'b ith all our possibilities. 

It is in order to attack the spectator's sensibility on all 
sides that we advocate a revolving spectacle which, instead 
of making the stage and auditorium two closed worlds, with
out possible communication, spreads-TtS" visual and sonoro~s 
outbursts over the entire mass of the spectatQTS. -
- ~o, departing from the sphere of analyzable passions, we 
intend to make use of the actor's lyric qualities to manifest 

' external forces, and by this means to cause the whole of 
.5- ITature to re-enf~r the theater in its restored form. 

. , 
' ·· However vast this program may be, it does not exceed the 
S theater itself, which appears to us;· all in all, to identify itself 

with the forces of ancient magic. 
,;: f Practically speaking, we want to resuscitate an idea of 
.,_, 1total spectacle by which the theater would recover from the 
\\ lbnema, the music hall, the circus, and from life itself wh 1t 
\\ihas always belonged to it. The separation between the analytic 

i theater and the plastic world seems to us a stupidity. One 
does not separate the mind from the body nor the senses from 
the intelligence, especially in a domain where the endlessly 
renewed fatigue of the organs requires intense and sudden 
shocks to revive our understanding. 

Thus, on the one hand, the mass and extent of a spectacle 
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addressed to the entire organism; on the other, an intensive 
mobilization of objects, gestures, and signs, used in a new 
spirit. The reduced role given to the understanding leads to 
an energetic compression of the text; the active role given to 
obscure poetic emotion necessitates concrete signs. Words 
say little to the mind; extent and objects speak; new images 
speak, even new images made with words. But space thunder
ing with images and cramme 
kilows ow to intersperse from time to time a sufficient exte!!t 
of space stocked with silence and immobility. 

On this principle we envisage producing a spectacle where 
these means of direct action are used in their totality: a 
spectacle unafraid of going as far as necessary in the ex
ploration of our nervous sensibility, of which the rh thms 
sounds, wor s, resonances. and twitterings. and their united 
quality and surprising mixtures belong to a technique wb,kh 
must not be divulged. 

The images in certain paintings by Grunewald or Hieron::Y
mus Bosch tell enough about what a s.p.ecJacle can he 1o 
wliich, as in the brain of some saint, the objects of external 
nature will appear as temptati~ns . 

It is in this ~ectacle of a temptation)rom which life has 
everything to lose and the mind everything to gain that the 
theater must recover its true signification. 

Elsewhere we have given a program which will allow the 
means of pure staging, found on the spot, to be organized 
around historic or cosmic themes, familiar to all. 

And we insist on the fact that the first spectacle of the 
Theater of Cruelty will turn upon the preoccupations of the 
great mass of men, preoccupations much more pressing and 
disquieting than those of any individual whatsoever. 

It is a matter of knowing whether now, in Paris, before 
the cataclysms which are at our door descend upon us, suffi
cient means of production, financial or otherwise, can be 
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found to permit such a theater to be brought to life-it is 
bound to in any case, because it is the future. Or whether a 
little real blood will be needed, right away, in order to mani
fest this cruelty . 

May 1933. 
VIII. The Theater of Cruelty (First M anifesto) 

We cannot go on prostituting the idea of theater whose only 
value is in its excruciating, magical relation to reality and 
danger. 

Put in this way, the question of the theater ought to arouse 
general attention, the implication being that theater, through 
its physical aspect, since it requires expression in space (the 
only real expression, in fact), allows the magical means of 
art and speech to be exercised organically and altogether, like 
renewed exorcisms. The upshot of all this is that theater will 
not be given its specific powers of action until it is given its 
language. 

That is to say: instead of continuing to rely upon texts .i 
considered definitive and sacred, it is essential to put an end 
to the subjugation of the theater to the text, and to recov~ 
the notion of a kind of unique language half-way between 
gesture and thought. 

This language cannot be defined except by its possibilities 
for dynamic expression in space as opposed to the ey>ressi~ 
possibilities of s ken dialo ue. And what the theater can 
sttll ta e over from speech are its possibilities for extension 
beyond words, for development in space, for dissociative and 
vibratory action upon the sensibility. This is the hour gf 
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intonations, of a word's particular pronunciation. Here too 
*61'1~tervenes· {besides the auditory language of sounds 2 the 
~ vtsuallanguage of objects, movements, attitudes, and gestures, 

~ but on condition that thetr meanings, their physiognomies, 
their combinatiOns be carried to the point of becoming sig~, 
making a kind of alphabet out of these signs. Once aware~of 
t~is language in space, language of sounds, cries, lie;hts, 
onomatopoeia,· the theater must or anize it into veritahle 
h_!!roglyphs, with the he p of ch~acters and objects, and make 
use of their symbolism and interconnections in relation to ""in 
organs and on all levels. 

~ 

_Tge questi.Jn. then. for the theater, is m create~ metg
g_hYstcS of s_peech, gesture. and expression: in order h res;;e 
tf from tts servitude to ps;ycbology aild:'"i\iiman intereit." ..fu!! 
all tht[ can be of no use unless behmd..su!;h an eft'OrftbereJs 
s:§me kmd of real metaphystcal inclmatton, an appeg}O 
@am unba:bitual ideas, whtclLby their very natur~t 
o~ limited or even foiTiiaiJL§ict@. These ideas which 
touch on Creation, Becoming, and Chaos, are all of a cosmic 
order and furnish a :gnmary nohon of a domain from which 
tlie theater 1S n~ irlrifay alien. They are able to create::}t 
~d uf passiOnate equation between Man, Society, N~e, 
and ObJects. 
----rtTsl:iot, moreover, a question' of bringing metaphysical 

ideas directly onto the stage, but of creating what you might 
ca_ll te.:nptations, ir.draughts of air around these ideas. And 
humor with its anarchy, poetry with its symbolism and its 
images, furnish a basic notion of ways to channel the tempta-

. tion of these ideas. 
We must speak now about the uniquely material side of 

this language-that is, about all the ways and means it has 
of acting upon the sensibility. ~ ... 

It would be meaningless to say that it includes music, 
dance, pantomime, or mimicry. Obviously it uses movement, 
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harmonies, rhythms, but only to the point that they can con
cur in a sort of central expression without advantage for any 
one particular art. This does not at all mean that it does not 
use ordinary actions, ordinary passions, but like a sprino
board uses them in the same way that HUMOR AS DESTRU~
TION can serve to reconcile the corrosive nature of laughter 
to the habits of reason. 

But by an altogether Oriental means of expression, this 
objective and concrete language of the theater can fascinate 
and ensnare the organs. It flows into the sensibility. Aban
doning Occidental usages of speech, it turns words into in
cantations. It extends the voice. It utilizes the vibrations and 
qualities of the voice. It wildly tramples rhythms underfoot. 
It pile-drives sounds. It seeks to exalt, to benumb, to charm, 
to arrest the sensibility. It liberates a new lyricism of gesture 

. which, by its precipitation or its amplitude in the air, ends by 
surpassin~ the lyricism of words . It ultimately breaks away 
from the mtellectual subjugation of the language, by convey
ing the sense of a new and deeper intellectuality which hides 
itself beneath the gestures and signs, raised to the dignity of 
particular exorcisms. 

For all this magnetism, all this poetry, and all these direct 
means of spellbinding would be nothing if they were not used 
to put the spirit physically on the track of something else. 
if the true theater could not give us the sense of a creation 
of which we possess only one face, but which is completed 
on other levels. 

And it is of little importance whether these other levels 
are really conquered by the mind or not, i.e .. by the intelli
g~nce; it would diminish them, and that has neither interest 
nor sense. What is important is that. by positive means. the 
s~nsitivity is put in a state of deepened and keener perception. 
a_nd this is the very object of the magic and the rites of which 
the theater is only a reflection . 
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TECHNIQUE 

It is a question then of making the theater, in the proper 
sense of the word, a function; something as localized and as 
precise as the circulation of the blood in the arteries or the 
apparently chaotic development of dream images in the brain, 
and this is to be accomplished by a thorough involvement, a 
genuine enslavement of the attention. 
· The theater will never find itself again-i.e., constitute a 

means of true illusion-except by furnishing the spectator 
with the truthful precipitates of dreams, in which his taste 
for crime, his erotic obsessions, his savagery, his chimeras, 

-his utopian sense of life and matter, even his cannibalism, 
pour out, on a level not counterfeit and illusory, but interior. 

In other terms, the theater must pursue by all its means a 
reassertion not only of all the aspects of the objective and 
descriptive external world, but or the internal world, that is, 
of man considered metaphysically. It is only thus, we believe, 
that we shall be able to speak again in the theater about the 
rights of the imagination. Neither humor, nor poetry, nor 
imagination means anything unless, by an anarchistic destruc
tion generating a prodigious flight of forms which will consti
tute the whole spectacle, they succeed in organically re
involving man, his ideas about reality, and his poetic place 
in reality. 

To consider the theater as a second-hand psychological or 
moral function, and to believe that dreams themselves have 
only a substitute function, is to diminish the profound poetic 
bearing of dreams as well as of the theater. If the theater, like 
dreams, is bloody and inhuman, it is, more than just that, to 
~anifest and unforgettably root within us the idea of a per
petual conflict, a spasm in which life is continually lacerated, 
in which everything in creation rises up and exerts itS";;lf 
against our appointed rank; it is in order to er etuate iO"'a 
c:;oncrete an immediate way the metaph~sica ideas of c~in 
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Fables whose very atrocity and energy suffice to show their 
origin and continuity in essential principles. 

This being so, one sees that, by its proximity to principles 
which transfer their energy to it poetically, this naked lan
guage of the theater (not a virtual but a real language) must 
permit, by its use of man's nervous magnetism, the transgres
sion of the ordinary limits of art and speech, in order to 
realize actively, that is to say magically, in real terms, a kind 
of total creation in which man must reassume his place 
between dream and events. 

THE THEMES 

It is not a matter of boring the public to death with tran
scendent cosmic preoccupations. That there may be profound 
keys to thought and action with which to interpret the whole 
spectacle, does not in general concern the spectator, who is 
simply not interested. But still they must be there; and that 
concerns us. 

• 
THE SPECTACLE: Every spectacle will contain a physical 

and objective element, perceptible to all. Cries, groans, appa-
- ritions, surprises, theatricalities of all kinds, magic beauty of 

costumes taken from certain ritual models; resplendent light
ing, incantational beauty of voices, the charms of harmony, 
rare notes of music, colors of objects, physical rhythm at 
movements whose crescendo and decrescendo will ac.cprd 
exactly with the pulsation of movements familiar to everygne, 
Coizcrete appearances of new and surprising objects, ma~s, 
effigies yards high, sudden changes of light, the physical actiqn 
Of light which arouses sensations of heat and cold, et(: . 
• THE MisE EN ScENJ::: The typical language of the theater 
will be constituted around the mise en scene considered not 
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THE THEATRE AND ITS DOUBLE (1938) 

Prefacea The Theatre and Culture 

We must believe in a sense of life renewed by the theatre, a 
sense of life in which man fearlessly makes himself master of what 
does not yet exist and brings it into being. • • • And if there is 
still one hellish, truly accu~sed thing in our time, it is our artistic 
dallying with forms, instead of being like victims burnt at the stake, 
signaling through the flames. -... 1 • /,., 

The Theatre and the Plague 
/ 

/ ' ' ; -l.i . . 

play disturbs the senses' repose, frees 
··.· ... - . ·; 

the kind of virtual revolt (~ 
~ ~moreover can have its full effect only if it remains virtual), and 

imposes on the assembled collectivity an attitude that is both dif-
/ -r~ "'"} :t and heroic. -T 1 . . fl ·" 

~ ·- - ·--~~ 

• • • ' .· .. " ''J 
,.·,-......,..;. • .I ·.-_- · ;__ :r-~'Y"''-'t-,..__.,.._ ?~ -#'s 

If the essential theatre is like the plague, it is not because 
it is contagious, but because like the plague it is the revelation, 
the bringing forth, the exteriorization of a depth of latent cruelty 
by means of which all the perverse possib1li ties of the IY'ind. wheth_er 
of ar; ind_ ~vi.~ual _ o~t: l?e~:pl~ .'. :'t'e ~?c-~_lized~ ~ ·~ .. _.,.: ) · 'L

1 
( 

' ) 
.. · Like the plague the theatre is the time of evil, the triumph 

of dark powers that are nourished by a power even more profound 
until extinction o · c;A · · _ · ·- '· 

In the theatre as in the plague." there . is a kind of strange sun , 
a light of abnormal intensity by which it seems that the difficult 
and even the impossible suddenly become our normal element • •• 

We can now say tha t all true freedom is dark , and infallibly 
identified with s_eJ~_:tJ._~_l__treedom , which is al~_o dark, although we do 
not know precisely why o e '-;-----.-. . ·-- - ----.;------ I . ' . • 

• • • all the great Myths ··:rtda~ ifS~ha t ' ~~~e ca'n';;;-i~gi~, .~
save in an atmosphere of carnage , torture, and bloodshed , a l l the 6: 
magnificent Fables which recount to the multitudes the f irst sexual~ 

.. , division ~nd t,he fi r st ,ca;rnaee of essensep tha'--t appeared in creation o 
L"'- Jl...:;·-c. · . ~..!. - 1: •. · • • • ,.· 7 •. ~ . ., - · ' ·" . : ~- •• . -.- ~-

.· · ,.,. , The theatre , f ITe1 the plague , is in the image of this c~rnage and 
this essential separation . It releases conflicts t ,disengages powers, 

/---rroera:"1es possibilities, and if these possibilities and these powers 
J / are dark u it is the fault no t of the . plagtJe nor of the theatre , but 
~· of life . o4 ~ ~ ,tl~ ~~~ 

We do n~t see that li f e as i t is and a s i t has been f ashioned 
· ·• J fo r us prov~des many r~asons for ~xa_l t.~ _!_@!h,j' It appears tha t by 

,,~~-.means of the plague e a .gigantic abscrss , as much moral as social, has 
been colleftively draifed , and thatj like the plague , the theatre has 
been creat~~~o drai~, abscesses c;rlec,ti,vely . . 

f} I ._ _ _/ , - - , , , 
l ' f 

0 . ' . . ... - ...... .. .. L-. 
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. Metaphysics and the Mis:--en Scene J::Jb"'-.Ac-cV3 I (.-r .-?D f-~~ 
~I 

••• how does it happen that the Occidental theatre does not 
see theatre under any other aspect than as a theatre of dialogue? 

• • • 

I say that the stage is a concrete physical place which asks to 
be filled, and to be given its own concrete language to speak. 

I say that this concrete language, intended for the senses and 
independent of speech, has first to satisfy the senses, that there is 
a poetry of the senses as there is a poetry of language 9 and that this 
concrete physical language to which I refer is truly theatrical only 
to the degree that the thoughts it expresses are beyond the reach of 
the spoken language . 

4~Jb-f-L- (:)~ ~-
• 0 • 

This very difficult and complex poetry -assumes many aspectsa 
especially the aspects of all the means of expression utilizable on 
the stage, such as music , dance, plastic art , pantomime , mimicry , 
gesticulation , intonation , architecture , lighting , and scenery . 

• • • 
In any case , and I hasten to say it at once , a theatre which 

subordinates the mise en scene and production , io e. everything 
in itself that is specifically theatrical, to the text, is a theatre 
of idiots , madmen , inverts , grammarians, grocers , antipoets and 
positivists, i . e ., Occidentals • 

• • • who.ever said the theatre was created to analyze a cha-
·racter , to resolve the conflicts of love and duty , to wrestle with 
all the problems of a topical and psychological nature that monopo 
lize our contemporary stage? • • • Such preoccupation with personal 
problems disgusts me , and disgusts me all the more with nearly the 
wh ole contemporary theatre which, as human as it is antipoetic , ex
cept for three or four plays , seems to me to stink of decadence and pus . 

The contemporary theatre is decadent because it has lost the 
feeling on the one hand for seriousness and on the other for laughter; 
because it has broken a way fr~_gravi~L from effects that are imme 
diate and painful- - in a word ,L!!~~Dang~~ _ _ 

On the Balinese Theatre 2:;c~t.kL~ Lj ~ -
It is a theatre which e l iminates the author in favor of what we 

wou1.d call , in our Occidental theatrical jargon , the director 1 but a 
Jirrc t or who has become a kind of manage r of magic p a master of sacred 
cer2monies • • ~ 

In a spectacle like that of the Balinese theatre the r e is some 
thing that has nothing to do with entertainment , the notion of use 
less , artific i a l amusement , of an evening ' s pastime which is the 
characteristic of our theatre . The Balinese productions take shape 
at the very heart of ma tter, life , reality . Thereis in them something 
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of the ceremonial quality of a religious rite , in the sense that 
they extirpate from the mind of the onlooker all idea of pretense, 
of cheap imitations of reality •••• 

No ~iore Masterpieces 

Masterpieces of the past are good for the pasta they are not 
good for us •••• 

It is idiotic to reproach the masses for having no sense of the 
sublime, when the sublime is confused with one or another of its 
formal manifestations, which are moreover always defunct manifesta
tions. And if for example a contemporary public does not understand 
Oedipus Rex, I shall make bold to .say that it is the fault of Oedipus 
Rex and not of the publico ~- -- · '"· ~ ,~ "' _ 

••• And I think both the theatre and we ourselves have had 
enough of psychology • 

• • • I propose a theatre of cruelty .--With this mania we all 
have for depreciating everything, as soon as I have said "cruelty," 
everybody will at once take it to mean "blood." Eut "theatre of£!:!!_
elty" means a theatre difficult and cruel for myself first of all. 
And , on the level of performance, it is not the cruelty we can exer. 
cise upon each other by hacking at each other's bodies ••• but the 
much more terrible and necessary cruelty which things can exercise 
against us . We are not free. And the sky can still fall on our 

GS'ds. And t~; t.h~:-~~ ~"'CO! hi'! en cr~~ ted to teac;h ~s ,~.~-at first of al 

• ' •• in tne ··theatre of cruelty" the spectator is cfn the center 
and the spectacle surrounds him . 

In this spectacle ••• sounds . noises 0 cries are chosen first 
for their vibratory quality , then fo~ what they represent. 

• • • 

A violent and concentrated ac tion is a kind of lyricismr it 
summons up supernatural images , a bloodstream of images , a bleeding 
spurt of images in the poet's head and in the spectator ' s as well • 

. - ---Vr'hatever the conflicts that haunt the mind of a given period , 
I defy any spectator to whom such violent scenes will have trans -

1 ferred their blood , who will have felt in himse lf the transit of a 
/ superior action , who will have seen the extraordinary and essential 

movements of his thought illuminated in extraordinary deeds -- the vio 
lence and blood having been placed at the service of the violence of 
the thought--! defy that spectator to give himself up , once outside 
the t~r~e. "to id~as of war,

0 
riot ~ and blatant murder . _ 

I propos e then a theatre in which violent physica l images crush 
·and hypnotize the sensibility of the spectator seized by the theatre 

as by a whirlwind of higher forces e 
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The Theatre and Cruelty 

In the anguished , catastrophic period we live in , we feel an 
urgent need for a · theatre which events do not exceed , whose resonan~e 
is deep within us , dominating the instability of the times . 

~ 
·. 011 r long habit of seeking diversion has made us forget the idea 

of a serious theatre , which , overturning all our preconceptions , in
pires us with the fiery magnetism of its images and acts upon us like 

a spiritual therapeutics whose touch can never be forgotten . . 

••• we shall try to concentrate , around famous personages , 
atrocious crimes , superhuman devotions , a drama which , without re 
sorting to the de fu11ct images of the old · r.tyths , shows that it can 
extract the forces which struggle within the~ . 

The Theatre of Cruelty (First Manifesto) 
.. ~ .. ~! • f: :.;Vz_., 

-.- '
5

' ••• We abolish the stage and the auditorium and replace them 
by a single site9 without partition or barrier of any kind , which will 
become the theatre of the action . A direct communication will be re 
established between the spectator and the spectacle ; between the actor 
and the spectator , from the fact that the spectator , placed in the 
middle of the action , is engulfed and physically affected by it •••• 

We shall not act a written play , 
direct staging 9 around themes , facts , 

~0~~ 
Letters on Language · 

but we shall make attempts at 
or known works . o • e 

r • o • The theatre mus t make i tself t he equal of l ife- - not an 
· i ndividua l life , that individual aspect of l ife in which CHARACTERS 

triumph , bu t the sort of l i berated l i f e which sweeps away q,lwrr~ 
/'individual i ty and in which ma n is only a reflection . The true pur-

l 
pose of t he thea t re i s t o cr eate Myths , to _expr ess li fe ·. in its immense , 
universa l aspect , and f rom tha t l i f e to extrac t images in which we 
f i nd pl easur e in discove r ing our se lves . 
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A total rejection of a psychological, realistic theater of dialogue,; i.e. of Western 
theater 

Theater is ceremony; Theater is magic and mystery 

It must be composed of dance, song and pantomime, of costumes, music, light: 
a combination of all of these elements, fused together, in a ceremony 

He saw the actor as an animated hieroglyph 

The object of theater is not to resolve social or psychological conflicts But to 
objectively express certain secret truths of our unconscious. 

------~ · To bring into light the precariousness of our position by means of active gestures 

~. q~ 
\Theater must leave a scar; It must address all of our senses; penetrate through the skin · 

Artaud rejects language except as incantatory 

His stage language is non-verbal 
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